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YOUR URBAN
SECURITY PARTNER
A DISCUSSION WITH OUR CLIENTS OVER A NEWSLETTER

WE STEP IN TO CUT YOUR
COST DOWN WITHOUT
IMPERILING YOUR SECURITY
SOLUTIONS.

"One of the first
steps to smarter,
more strategic cost
cutting is

Companies and industries are increasingly pessimistic
about their security related cost recently. In times of
uncertainty, FWG use cost cutting strategies to further
align their costs with their business strategy and roadmap without compromising on the quality of service.

identifying and

Strategic security planning and security resource
abbreviation helps lower the cost structure, but it’s not
about getting cheaper. Instead, our cost cutting plan
helps ensure an organization's security plan is ready
for better safety growth. It focuses on the aspects of
the security solutions that are controllable while
freeing up resources and physical guarding to fund
better security transformation and safety. We provide
exclusive security cost cutting consultancy for our
clients and prospects to abbreviate their security
solution cost.
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understanding the
differences
between security
depth."

Mr. Krishnan Sukumaran
Executive Director
FWG Global

Its high time for FWG. With our
increasing demand of our security
services in the central region, we have
expanded our operational team to
serve our clients best. With this
initiative, we have hired Mr.Shawn
Ratnam to join our central operation
team Operational Manager - Central
Region. He will be responsible to
manage and administrate our
operational services at central region
sites. His forte of being very detailed
and disciplined would be a strong add
on for our operational structure.

ESCORT
SECURITY
SERVICES
To enable the movement, importation and
exportation of your cargo, our transportation
team is well- trained to ensure efficient
scheduling and effective control of
deployment.
Our expertise encompasses a broad range of
services such as the application of official
permits, planning for integrated operations,
coordination of equipment, venues and
schedules and ensuring the correct
specifications.

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT OUR ESCORT SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
reachus@fwg.my
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